
Instructions
1. Thread the core cord through the button  and slide the 

button down the cord until the two lengths of cord are 
even.

2. Wind a spare piece of cord around the button and clip the 
spare cord to the board and fold the other end of the core 
cord around the bottom of the clipboard and clip in place 
making sure the cord is taut.

3. Fold 2.5 meters of cord in half and tie a square knot tight under the button tip: put a piece of masking 
tape over the centre of the cord to hold in place until the first knot is tied.

4. Keep tying square knots until the sennit  (length) of knots reached is the length you wish it to be.  (see 
below how to work this out).

5. Tie an overhand knot with all four cords immediately after the sennit of knots.

6. Tie another overhand knot with all four cords leaving a gap the diameter of your button between the first 
knot and the second knot.

7. Cut all the cords to the same length leaving about 1cm or 1/2 inch after the overhand knot.
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Alix Bracelet
You can see a video of how to make this bracelet at 
daisyknots YouTube channel.

Materials
• Core cord = 0.75 - 1 metre (depending on wrist size)
• Knot cord = 2.5- 3 metre (depending on wrist size)
• Fastening = Sturdy button with holes large enough for 

your core cord
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Custom Bracelet Size
Measure the part of  the wrist where the bracelet is to sit.
For the finished bracelet measurement. Increase the wrist measurement by the 
amount below, depending on what fit is required.
• Snug fit, add 0.5cm to 1.5cm
• Comfort fit,  add 1.5cm to 2.5cm.
• Loose fit, add 2.5cm to 3.25cm
NOTE: this size does not include the cut cord ends after the last overhand knot

Length of Sennit
You must deduct the button diameter and the size of both overhand knots from the 
finished bracelet size to determine this length 
NOTE: The cord you use will determine the size of the overhand knot 
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